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Space Academy 1

Welcome to Sphero Space Academy! This is part 1 of 3.  

Welcome, cadets. As you begin your preparations for the upcoming Mars 
landing, you will learn the skills necessary to navigate Mars's alien terrain. Part 1 
of Sphero Space Academy will help you explore balanced forces, introduce 
you to a mathematic concept known as scale, and help you understand how 
Sphero moves across different surfaces.  

(Teachers: It would be helpful if students have completed Blocks 1. This will 
give them an understanding of the basic roll and delay blocks needed to 
complete this series of activities.)

Tags: exploration math science engineering space physics

block coding force

Grades: 3 to 8 | Duration: Up To 1 Hour

NGSS: 3-5-ETS1-1, 3-5-ETS1-2, 3-5-ETS1-3, 3-PS2-1, 3-PS2-2, MS-ETS1-1,

MS-ETS1-2, MS-ETS1-3, MS-ETS1-4, MS-PS2-2

Supplies: SSA 1 Activity Pack and some blue tape.

This project was developed by 
Sphero® and is featured on 
MakerHub with their permission. 

For more makerspace projects, 
visit makerhub.demco.com.



Step #1: Balanced Forces

Balanced Forces

Objects at rest have multiple forces acting on it. Place a Sphero on the floor. Discuss with your team the

different forces action on Sphero and the Floor.

Using the activity pack attached to this step (SSA 1.pdf), draw arrows on the diagram to show these

forces.

Write a brief description of each force next to each arrow.

Forces are balanced when ALL the forces acting on an object add up to equal 0.

If the forces acting on Sphero are balanced when it is at rest (not moving), what would you call the forces

when Sphero IS moving?

Explain your answer in the space provided in the activity pack.
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Attachments: SSA 1.pdf

Educator Tip:

This activity is designed to be a companion to your instruction. It lacks the depth that your adopted

curriculum can provide. Please use this as part of your instruction to help engage students and enrich the

learning. Made necessary modifications to the given instructions as needed.

If students aren't familiar with Sphero or the Sphero Edu app, it would be helpful if students complete the

Blocks 1 activity first. This will give them an understanding of the basic roll and delay blocks needed to

complete this series of activities.

The activity pack attached to this step will be used to guide students. Print them out or have students open

them on their device.
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Step #2: Scale

A scale drawing is one that shows a real object with accurate sizes reduced or enlarged by a certain

amount.

During your training with the SSA, you will be required to create scale drawings and maps. The scale you

will use is below.

Each 1cm x 1cm square in the grid represents a real sized 10cm x 10cm square on the floor. And since you

will be programming Sphero on the floor, it is important to remember that you will be scaling up (enlarging

or making bigger) each map you draw.

Complete the Fill In The Blank question before moving on to the next step.

Educator Tip:

Be sure that students understand scale before moving on. This understanding is critical to completing this

activity and Part 3 of the series.
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Step #3: Sphero Test 1

Take a look at a Sphero. Can you see what makes Sphero move? Can you see the motors? Show your

team and explain how Sphero moves.

Now let’s plan a few paths for Sphero and then program them to see how Sphero moves on different

surfaces.

Test 1

The first scale path is drawn for you in your activity pack. It is 5 squares long in a single direction. It uses an

X to mark the start and an O for the end.

Mark the starting point on the ground and measure the distance Sphero will travel. Remember that you are

scaling UP (making bigger) from the drawing. The scale is 1cm = 10cm. After you measure, mark the end

point.

Create a new Blocks program with just one roll block. Experiment with speed and/or duration to get

Sphero to roll from X to O.

What did you change to get it just right?

Educator Tip:

The students do not need a lot of space for this first test. They will only be programming the Sphero to

travel 50cm or half a meter. If it helps, have teams work together in a shared space.

The heading for this program should be 0°. Remember to have them aim their robots each time they run

the program.
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Step #4: Sphero Test 2

Test 2

Now add a 90° turn to the first path. Sphero needs to travel at least 8 squares in all. An X is already there

for you. Make sure to mark the end with a O.

TIP: Each part of the path will be it’s own roll block.

Measure on the floor, remembering to scale UP. Mark your start and end points.

See if you can get Sphero to land (stop) exactly where you want it to. Keep a close eye on Sphero when it

turns.

Did Sphero move like you thought it would? Why or why not?

How can you make Sphero’s movements more precise (more predictable)?

Educator Tip:

A little more space is required for this step. Students will be adding a turn to their path. Provide them with

blue tape or something to help mark the start and end, as well as the turn.
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Step #5: Sphero Test 3

Test 3

Draw a third and final segment to Sphero’s path. Make another 90° turn. This final version of the path needs

to be at least 12 squares long, in all.

This time, add a delay block after each roll block in your program. Experiment with how long you want

Sphero to pause between roll blocks.

Measure on the floor, remembering to scale UP. Mark your start and end points. If it helps, mark the

location of each turn to check for accuracy.

See if you can get Sphero to land (stop) exactly where you want it to.

What have you noticed about Sphero’s movements?

Which parts of the programming have been most important?
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